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ABSTRACT 
WSNs have a unique property which makes the design of protocols and applications challenging: a finite 

energy budget, limited processing capabilities, and many more. Clustering is the important technique for extending 

the lifetime of wireless sensor networks (WSNs). It involves aggregation of sensor hubs into clusters and selecting 

CHs from each of the cluster formation. CHs gather data from the corresponding cluster nodes and then forwarding 

that accumulated data to BS. Selecting the appropriate cluster heads is the major challenge in WSNs. In this paper, 

we introduce a self-configurable clustering mechanism to elect CHs based on Fuzzy Logic Based (FLB) on three 

parameters (a) the enduring energy of the node, (b) node Centrality, (c) the local distance. However, transferring data 

from each Cluster Head node to the BS will utilize more energy. Due to that, node with high energy will be chosen 

as the Super Cluster Head node (SCH), which gathers data from each of the CH node. The Mobile Collector or a 

type of relay node (MC) gathers the data from the SCH node and then delivers it to the BS. This uses very less energy 

to be liberated from each node, thus making it energy efficient.  

KEY WORDS: Wireless sensor networks (WSNs), Energy, Cluster Head (CHs), Super Cluster Head (SCH), Mobile 

Collector (MC). 

1. INTRODUCTION 
WSNs, Wireless sensor networks are networks which consist of assortment of sensor motes. WSNs are used 

for monitoring purposes, and even can be used in different tender areas. Communication between two separate nodes 

is attained by intermediary nodes. Energy is exact constrain of WSN, wireless sensor network. In typical 

communication (Heinzelman, 2000) all nodes should be involved in the communication method which leads to 

wastage of energy and it will decrease the lifetime process of network. To solve this issue we use clustering method. 

The architecture of WSN in figure.1 is classified as Layered Architecture also as Hierarchical architecture (Cluster 

based architecture). All the nodes are formed into clusters in case of cluster-based networks. In these clusters, one 

node act as the leader which is defined as Cluster Head (CHs). Clustering in sensor networks reaches scalability and 

energy efficiency. Clustering protocols have a extensive range of advantages than flat routing protocol. The 

advantages and its objectives are concise as follows:  

 
Figure.1. Architecture of WSN 

Additional scalability: Nodes are joined together to form different clusters in clustering routing system. The main 

responsibilities of CH are data accumulation, information distribution and network administration and associate 

nodes for events sensing and amassing information in their environment. This topology can confine the route and 

established up within the cluster and therefore diminish the table size of routing kept at the discrete sensor hubs. 

Comparing with the flat topology, this kind of topology is well-organized to manage, and more mountable to respond 

to actions in the environment.  

Data Accumulation: Nearby nodes area usually share same kind of facts. In cluster algorithms, Cluster Heads (CHs) 

node totals the data and conveys to the sink node. Accumulation consists of overpowering dismissal indifferent data 

communications. Because of this aggregation of data, it is possible to reduce energy utilization.  

LEACH protocol is focused as the clustering protocol because LEACH is the protocol with energy constrain 

compared to all other clustering protocol. LEACH protocol designing part makes it susceptible to an amount of 

attacks. LEACH-ERE (Expected Residual Energy) is the clustering method which configures clusters in every 

overweight. In each and every clustering round, node creates a unknown value 0 and if the value of a particular node 

is greater than a predefined threshold T, the node develops a CH candidate. Using the fuzzy inference system the 

node computes the fortuitous and programs a Candidate-Message. At that time, a node promotes a Candidate-

Message the node waits Candidate-Messages from other nodes (Hasan, 2006). This method even uses Fuzzy-Logic-
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Based clustering approach; only two potentials are specified for the cluster head selection such as Threshold T and 

the value of chance. In this work, we pledge the work by arriving at a design of a clustered hierarchical network with 

necessary Cluster Head (CH) node selection/rotation algorithm. The possibilities of CH selection are based on three 

main parameters. This self-configurable clustering mechanism (Selvakennedy, 2005) successfully senses the 

disordered CHs and reallocates the accountability to eligible node. A node which is Super Cluster Head (SCH) is 

selected to gather message from all Cluster Head (CH) node to deliver to the Base Station (BS) via Mobile Collector 

(MC) or relay node in order to utilize the energy of the nodes effectively. This method improves better utilization 

and bandwidth proficiency.  

Leach: Low-Energy adaptive Clustering Hierarchy is an overwhelming algorithm based on clustering which assumes 

a hierarchical approach to form the network into a set of clusters. Figure.1, shows One Cluster Head is selected from 

the formed clusters. CH collects data from the member nodes of the cluster to aggregate the data to avoid duplication. 

LEACH protocol consists of two phases: Set up phase and Steady state phase. 

 
Figure.2. Leach Network LEACH Protocol 

Leach Protocol: LEACH (Low-Energy Adaptive Clustering) with rounds have predetermined duration, and have a 

setup phase and a steady-state phase in fig.2. Through synchronized clocks, nodes know when each round starts and 

ends. The setup entails of three steps. In Step 1, advertisement step, from more no of nodes a node is chosen as CH 

node from different clusters. In Step 2, cluster joining step, group of nodes is selected as a cluster. Step 3, 

confirmation step starts with the CHs forwarding the message to BS during the steady-state phase.  

After the setup of clusters, the network transfers on to the steady-state phase, where communication between 

sensor nodes and the sink node BS takes place. Step 4 is according to the time slot schedule, each node knows when 

its turn to transmit. Step 5, the Cluster Head CHs collect messages from all their cluster members, cumulative these 

data, and sends that result to the Base Station BS. Steady-state phase consists of multiple reporting cycles, and 

continues much longer compared to the Setup phase. 

Setup phase: 

 CH =>G : idH , adv  

 Ai —> CH : idAi , idH , JOIN-REQ  

 CH =>G : idH , (…, (idA , tAi ),…), sched  

Steady –state phase: 

 Ai —> CH : idA i, idH , dAi  

 CH —> BS: idH, idBS, F (…,dAi,…)  

The various symbols denote: 

Ai, H, BS : An ordinary node, a cluster head and the base station 

CH  : Cluster head 

BS  : The Base Station 

G  : The set of all nodes in the Network 

=>, —>  : Broadcast and unicast, transmission respectively 

Idx  : Note X’s id 

Dx  : Sensing report from node X 

(idx,t)  : Node X’s id and its time slot tx in its cluster’s transmission Schedule. 

adv, JOIN-REQ : String identifiers for message types 

F  : Data aggregation function 

Analysis in Leach: Low-Energy Adaptive Cluster Head is a cluster-based protocol, trusting primarily on the CHs 

for data accumulation and overpowering, where the more challenging is Cluster Head (CHs) node selection. 

Susceptibility of Leach: In Low-Energy adaptive Cluster Head protocol, the no of clusters in network is predefined; 

LEACH cannot promise a suitable CH distribution. Moreover, due to lack of sustenance in organising network with 

a large number of sensor nodes, the protocol cannot be used in a large section. Moreover, LEACH suffers from 

substantial energy utilization when there is no Cluster Head (CH) node selected in some bands. 

Advanced Leach Protocol: In LEACH protocol the single hop transmission is used, but in advanced LEACH 

protocol (Heinzelman, 2002), multi-hop transmission is adopted between Cluster Head CH and Sink Node BS which 

choose best path for communication.  
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The assumptions below shows about the sensor node in the advanced LEACH protocol: 

 The system is standardized that all nodes have equal initial energy at the period of deployment.  

 The system is motionless and nodes are disseminated arbitrarily  

 Only one base station, which is located in the middle.  

 Energy efficiency of nodes cannot be recharged after disposition of network.  

 Sensor nodes are equipped with GPS so alert about their location  

 Nodes which are deployed can use power control to diverge the amount of communication power and thereby 

depends on the distance to the receiver BS.  

This method proves efficiency but lack in clustering etc. Fuzzy sets are defined by the series of actual values 

over which the set is plotted called domain, and the membership function (Sharma, 2012) which allocates a truth 

value between 0 and 1 in the fuzzy set’s realm for each pixel. The clustering information of each node is accelerated 

to the BS at which the CHs are nominated centrally. Later this is named as centralized approach. 

Cluster Head Determination Mechanism: A distributed approach uses two fuzzy descriptors (residual energy and 

local distance). The local distance is the overall distance between the CH and the nodes within predefined endless 

rivalry radius. Hereafter it is not essential for all the base station to gather clustering information from all sensor 

nodes. Selecting the cluster head is not easy in different environment which possess different characteristics. The 

nodes closer to the base station BS quickly runs out of battery since they take much more energy due to the enlarged 

network traffic nearby the base station. Earlier fuzzy clustering (Ran, 2010) contemplate the outstanding energy of 

motes during the selection of CH on the basis of LEACH protocol.  

2. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The effectual idea is the cluster oriented routing protocol in which nodes are separated into number of groups 

and each group is called as a cluster. In the network, Cluster Head is the leader selected in each cluster of nodes. 

Leader node aggregates data and therefore the responsibility of sending the message to the Base Station (BS) is 

allotted to the CH. The universal system model for clustering based WSN is presented in the below figure. 

 
Figure.3. Clustering System Model 

System Design: A design of a clustered hierarchical network with necessary CH selection algorithm is proposed in 

this system. The Cluster Head is selected using fuzzy by means of considering three main parameters (the residual 

energy, Node Centrality, Local Distance). The node that satisfies all three constraints will be shortlisted as Cluster 

Head (CH). This self-configurable clustering mechanism (Selvakennedy, 2005) effectively detects the disordered 

CHs and reassigns the responsibility to eligible node. In order effectively utilize the energy of the nodes, a Super 

Cluster Head (SCH) is selected which collects the message from all the CH and delivers it to the BS through the 

Mobile Collector. The Mobile Collector moves from the Super Cluster Head by collecting all the data from the 

Cluster Head and delivers the data to Mobile Collector. This method will lead to better utilization and bandwidth 

efficiency. 

 
Figure.4. Architecture diagram of proposed system 

Fuzzy in WSN: In this section, we describe the main ideas behind Fuzzy in WSN. The Fuzzy clustering algorithm 

(Heinzelman, 2002) is briefly stated in section 2.1 and the tool for cluster head selection using Fuzzy is explained in 

section 2.2.  

Fuzzy Clustering Algorithm: Fuzzy Logic (Kim, 2008), FL is used for amalgamation different clustering 

parameters to select cluster heads. The imperfections of LEACH can be avoided by using fuzzy descriptors 
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(outstanding energy, concentration, and uniqueness) through the cluster-head selection. The concentration mean the 

number of nodes presents in the locality, while the centrality indicates a value which categorizes the nodes based on 

how central the node is to the cluster. The Fuzzy Logic FL processes user definite rules leading the target switch 

system, it can be modified easily to improve or extremely change system performance. Fuzzy Logic contracts with 

the information analysis by using fuzzy groups, each of which may represent a verbal term like “Warm”, “High” 

In probabilistic manner, LEACH elects the Cluster Head (CH) and trying to stabilize the load at each sensor 

node in a revolving basis, more than one cluster head might be elected. Since uncertainty model can handle real time 

applications more accurately than the probabilistic model, Fuzzy Logic is assumed in directive to knob the 

uncertainties for electing CH. Fuzzy logic based FLB method is to overwhelm the expenses of collecting and 

computing energy and location evidence of each node. Fuzzy logic oriented clustering algorithms typically deliberate 

the sink node/BS as static. 

System Assumption: In our proposed work, nodes are well-thought-out to be organized arbitrarily to monitor the 

environment continuously. 

 All the sensor nodes are static except the sink node.  

 The base station BS static.  

 Homogeneous network considers that all the nodes have energy with equal unit initially.  

 Based on Received Signal Strength (RSS), the distance taken between the source node and the destination 

node can be calculated.  

Cluster Head Assortment: In basic, LEACH is used as clustering method. The cluster is generated in each trip. The 

CH is identified by doing with the following three parameters after the formation of cluster. The formation of cluster 

was defined to guarantee that the number of node form cluster per overweight is ‘k’, a system parameter. The finest 

rate of k (k optimal) in LEACH can be determined analytically by computation and communication energy model. 

For instance, if there are N nodes distributed randomly over M×M region, and k clusters are assumed, then there are 

N/k nodes per cluster (one CH and (N/k)-1) Non Cluster head nodes. 

 The outstanding energy of nodes is used in selecting CH with an acceptable energy level.  

 Node Centrality (NC): is a value that shows how vital the node is amongst its mobile neighbours within the 

cluster.  

 Local Distance (LD): Summation of the distance from a specific node to its neighbours.  

The identifying CH by satisfying all these three constrains. A node present in the cluster which has high 

outstanding energy, central to all the remaining nodes in the cluster and the Cluster Head (CH) be designated as least 

distance to its neighbour nodes.  

Super Cluster Head Construction: Energy is dissipated by each CH by receiving and sending the signal to BS, by 

aggregating it. Once the node directs the data after perceiving an event, CH collects these data and aggregates it for 

sending to the sink node (BS). A node which is selected as a Super Cluster Head (SCH) node among the CHs is 

responsible in transferring the data to the BS, to save certain energy. 

 
Figure.5. Formation of SCH 

Only one super cluster head SCH is shortlisted to transport the information to BS, instead of having multiple 

CHs, which helps to reduce energy consumption and enhances efficiency of energy. The new method is shown in 

fig.5.  

Once the CH groups the message to send to the destination, the energy level of all the CHs will be calculated 

and the one with extreme energy will be chosen as the super cluster head node (SCH). The SCH will assemble 

message from the entire Cluster Head (CH) node in system, so that the energy indulgence will be condensed. 

Mobile Collector Deployment: The assumption of BS mobility can relax the collision avoidance by amassing the 

facts from SCH. The SCH will have the data which is gathered that to be directed to the sink node BS. A Mobile 

Collector is deployed in the network, which is mobile so as to utilize the energy effectively in each discrete node. 

The MC starts from the BS and moves towards the SCH, where the accumulated data is available. The MC collects 

the message from the SCH and carries it to the sink node. To save the energy level of the node SCH is selected, then 

the relay node or MC determined moves from the BS, collects the message from SCH and proceeds back that message 

to the sink node. The path travelled by the MC is just from the BS to the SCH and then from the MC to the SCH. 

When the MC reaches the SCH, it gathers message from the SCH for transporting the message to sink node BS. 
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Figure.6. Mobile collector 

3. SIMULATION RESULT 
In this method, we use a simulation tool NS2 to rival Low Low-Energy Adaptive Clustering protocol and 

the proposed FLB clustering method. The proposed system goals at minimizing the total energy utilization of node 

and extending the network life time. Thus we measure the proposed system performance from two features: the 

lifetime and the total energy consumption of the network. If the energy consumption of WSN is limited, then the 

lifetime of network is increased so as to improve the performance of the network. 

Simulation Parameters: Simulation scenarios in this article are: 

 Sensor nodes are arbitrarily spread in a square region; 

 Throughout the network, nodes are similar and have a single ID number so that node energy is limited. The 

node’s location is fixed after deployed; 

 The sink node is in the centre of region with fixed location; 

 CHs communicate with base station via SCH;  

 The wireless transmitter power is adjustable.  

  

Figure.7.1. Choosing node with high energy Figure.7.2. Selection of SCH 

Network Lifetime Management: In WSN, the period of network is separated into stable and unstable period. Stable 

period usually mean the period taken from the beginning of the simulation up to the time when the first node die. 

Unstable period is the period from the expiry of first node to the completion of simulation. 

If it happened that some nodes begin to die, the network operation may become unstable and unreliable data 

transferring will occur. Consequently, longer the constant period is the improved performance of the system. In case 

of LEACH Protocol, cluster head CH’s are liable not only for collaborating with the sink node BS, but for the data 

blending. Random distribution of nodes and the cluster head CH node selection causes some cluster heads node to 

die earlier because of the low energy or the long distance to destination or sink node. In our proposed system, the 

CH assortment with fuzzy FL and SCH selection with the energy level, which collects and transmits packets from 

each CH to the BS, balances the energy load of CHs. Figure.7.3, Simulation result indicates that the lifespan of 

network of the fuzzy logic based scheme and the LEACH protocol are approximately the same. The proportion of 

firm period of lifecycle in LEACH Protocol is 28% and in the FLB clustering is 43%. The ratio of stable period of 

lifecycle in improved algorithm increases 15%. This indicates that the running performance of FLB clustering 

method is much better than that of LEACH Protocol. 

 
Figure.7.3. The network lifespan 

Total Energy Consumption: Energy ingestion is the unit of energy or power used. Figure.7.4, shows the overall 

energy utilization of the system. Proposed method reduces the energy consumption of few cluster heads which has 

low energy by assigning a SCH with high energy to spread the data from all the CH. This shows the consumption of 
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energy of the whole network; increasing the period of CH which may die earlier and optimized the enactment of the 

network thereby reduced the total energy consumption of the effective lifecycle. 

 
Figure.7.4. The total energy consumption 

From the analysis of Figure.7.4, we find that in the whole running of the system, the energy intake of FLB 

clustering method is much lower than that of LEACH Protocol in case of simulation.  

4. CONCLUSION 
The most challenging one is to secure hierarchical clusters which consist of collection of motes. Master head 

selection tool has been made under various conditions in order to recognize only one node from the group of nodes. 

In this paper, fuzzy logic based clustering concept is used to consume less energy so as to improve lifespan of 

network. One node, Super Cluster Head with high energy level is elected among the cluster heads, which is the 

representative for transporting the message to a base station BS. A Mobile Collector MC or relay node begins moving 

from the base station, moves towards the super cluster head node and collects the information from that node. Then, 

the information is supplied to the base station or destination. The simulation results shows that the energy employed 

and the lifespan of network are both better than that of LEACH Protocol. Thus the proposed system Fuzzy logic 

based clustering performs superior than LEACH now coordinate of first node dies, half nodes alive, last node dies, 

better stability and better network lifetime. 

Future Work: The recent trends in fuzzy is to work effectively in the system with mobile BS. The future work is 

planned to propose method to successfully exploit energy when the BS is mobile. In addition, to enhance security 

for the packets that is transferred from the cluster head node to the destination node or BS. 
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